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drift is a collection of discarded texts collected from
urban footpaths and city parks. The texts have been
scanned and treated in ways ranging from photographic
reproduction to interpretive reconstruction, depending
on the specific qualities of the original.
In many cases the literal content of the message is
carefully transcribed and typeset. This is often done
so as to preserve the syntax of the original message
(keeping line breaks and word spacing etc.) but
sometimes - especially with longer texts - it is set as
regular, fluid copy.
The incentive to transcribe was initially to satisfy a
curiosity about what was being said in the message
itself: to separate it from the crumpled paper and
shaky script that makes reading difficult. My aim was
to clarify, not by means of summary or reduction, but
by drawing the message out and insisting on its literal
description. In some cases doing so makes clear what
the writer has meant to communicate, while in others
it reveals a discrepancy or slippage between what they
have said and what they have meant to say.
As well as distilling the message from the material
‘noise’ of its substrate, transcription also separates
it from the expressive connotations of manuscript

style. Typesetting brings back a stylistic inflection
and subjects it to creative interpretation - generally
aiming for a congruity with the tone and meaning of
the original. When successful, typesetting imparts
‘personality’ to the message - restoring to it a new and
idealised material body.
The transcriptions are sometimes placed alongside the
transformed shape of their original substrate (a post-it
note, notebook page, ruled sheet etc.). This shape is
often reduced in detail to a graphic abstraction. The
textual content of the message itself is sometimes
included in this transformation, abstracted to an
asemic graphic form. In some cases, especially where
the text has originally been typewritten or where it
has been embellished with para-literal markings, it is
reproduced photographically, without any alteration.
The title of the collection comes from the fact that I
discovered the first notes where they had been blown
by wind against the fence of a large cemetery. Driftnet fishing came to mind - with the wind imagined as a
kind of ocean current and the fence a net that snagged
orphaned messages.
66 pages are reproduced here, from a total of 160 in
the printed version.

TO THE ASS HOLE
WHO STOLE MY SOCKS
I HOPE YOU GET A
LOT OF FUN OUT OF
THEM IF I SEE
YOU IN THEM
YOU WONT HAVE ANY
LEGS LEFT TO NEED
THEM ANY MORE

To the person who wrote this note, No I
did not steal your smelly socks but I want
to say that it is a pity there are stupid
people like you living in my building
if I knew who you were I would vote to
get rid of you, how dare you make those
kind of threats towards other tennants
like you did, if they stole your smelly
socks so what, buy some more and get a
life you more that than likly are not such
a nice person yourself hence your note,
of course your too cowardly to put your
name on the note so I will do you the
same favor. Grow up your such a nasty
person nasty peice of shit

Veterans avoid
deadly Dr P. O. Maher
urologist Concord repat
“Dr Maher to kill
or harm us is improper ” conduct.”
CX 297776

To foreigners

JAN 19 1994

We are facing a violent crisis.
The Apocalypse 777 requires
large repairs. I may be able to
do it. But my demands were
rejected. please give me first aid.
The Saviour Immanuel

gent 38 y.o . Mature, clean, discreet.
are you feeling neglected; Grandmother or your
married or single lady who is big body
widow or single mother
overweight lady. please contact me
you wont disappointed. Merried welcome.
Gent 38 y.o. Mature, clean, discreet.
Are you feeling neglected Grandmother?
or young overweight woman lady. please contact
me . You won’t disappointed Merried welcome.

CHRIS,
I ADVISE YOU CHASE UP THE
APPROPRIATE PERSONS TO DO
THE KITCHEN & GET SOME MILK.
THEY’RE NOT DOING THEIR SHARE
(NOTE: ALL JEREMY’S SKIM MILK
HAS BEEN CONSUMED)
THANKS
ALEC

I will go to supa tonight.
Would have done F&V last w’end but
thought you were going to market Vic.
It’s probably my fault - haven’t been
for awhile as life has been hellish
D

Yes - Dave, make a
little more of an effort!
Life is busy for us all!
Vic

Mr Old Bloke
Please return our rubber mats.
You were seen by locals.
Mr Old Bloke, no questions will be asked.
Thank you.

I HAVE STRONG COMMUNICA
TION SKILLS BECAUSE
I LIKE MEETING PEOPLE
AND AVISING AND INFOR
- MING THEM ON ANY
QUERIES AND SUGGESTS
WHERE MY

THATS^WHY PERSONALIT
Y BECOMES
EFFECTIVE TOO.

Monday 15th feel up + down. Don’t know if its the
jack & jills or Bob hope but I dont feel well. Went
to AA tonight. Good meeting. Leave everyone alone
and worry about you. Didn’t come back here to
make friends.
Tuesday, saw Michelle for case plan. Got involved
in someone else’s shit and lost respect for him. I
am keeping to myself.
Sticking to regime, 120 done 10val, 5 mog night.
Some real dicks in here at moment, using and
carrying on.
I feel bitter about family friends. Remember why I
came back here, I couldn’t survive out on my own.
Priorities are all fucked up. Fuck rent, food, as
long as I had some choot I felt safe, but paranoid
and uing on top of done, waste of money. I’m now
5 days off dope. Its not as hard as I thought, I’ve
even got money left over from cheque. Won’t ring
family for a couple of weeks and when I do keep
it short, relaxed and not mention money. Don’t be
too extreme. I go from one end of the scale

to the other. There is a difference between keeping
to myself and just ignoring people. I only get the
shits when someone is out of it I think its called
envy or jealousy. It does not look attractive at all.
I feel judgemental and lonely. I feel like I need a
close friend. Hang with dogs you get fleas. Eating
well again. Keep it simple. I feel scared about life,
I don’t mean to get credit and not pay it back.
Whats the worst thing that can happen I might die.
What a blessing.
Called Truce today with the lads. Dose is starting
to hold me, pne val, one mog. Still flued up. Still
angry. Don’t trust anyone here at the moment.

Paranoid about this place still. I will learn to mind
my own business from tonight onwards. 40 yo
Adoles.
I don’t feel well at all. 1 week today Friday 19th
March away from smoko. Keep to myself. I don’t
know why I have the need to get involved with other
people’s problems.
I feel fucking angry.
Haven’t rung family. They haven’t rung me and if
they wanted to they could get in touch with me.
Fuck em.
SAT 21/3/99 Sera’s aren’t working either. 2 today
3 tonight. Steve got 5 Bruce got 4. 16 left. This flu
isn’t from giving up (smoke?)

Nearly 1 week off the choof. Well done son. Woke
up at 1:45 am sweating again. I will fuck the
aphadorm off at night, not helping sleep. If this
is the flu then fair enough but it might be blood
test time. Something is wrong, headaches. Took
a panadol at 2:06 am. Chamomile tea. Hang in
there. I am sick of analyseing everything, I don’t
want to touch antibiotics.
I will keep an eye on it till weekend. Blood test
tomorrow maybe.
If this is coming down off pills then fuck em.
Still flued out dose working well, threw away
Antenex and aphadorm. Saw Coorey today and got
some sleepers. For nightime.

I havent slept in 8 days properly. Jack & Jills don’t
work. I am so tempted to get some choot and have
a joint. But I only have $45 to last me 5 or 6 days.
Maybe next payday.

Dearest Yildiz
My beatiful gorgerous cousin, I miss you so much. I know you must think I’m a bitch
for not writting, ringing etc. as you know I was working for my brother 14 hrs a fuckin
day. I quit about 3 weeks ago he fuckin gave me the shits badly.
Fuckin always complaining never thankful the dickhead. I have so much to tell you
I just wish you were sitting across me so I could wrap my arms around you and just let
it all out. I’m so fuck up inside that I can’t even cry anymore. Everyone gives me the
shits, my mum my dad, my brother everyone. They all knew I was going overseas still
they want me to give them money, fuckin in everyway they fucked me up. I’d work like
a fuckin dog come home and listen to their shit. I’m so sick of it man. I just wish you
were here. Noone understands me man. In the last 4 months I have learnt so much
about this fuck up family that I dont know where to start. Thats why I cant come anymore becuuse of them. I saved up 6½ thousand dollars right and then me and my sister
quit cause of my brother, he’s fuckin lost the plot.
Nobody in my family gives a shit about me, I swear they don’t. Thats the reason
I can’t come. no one wants to help me out lend me money or anything. Thats why I
thought to myself, I can go buy my ticket for $3000 and just go but then I thought
hang on with $3500 spending money were the fuck am I gonna go?
& to top it all of I’ve never had this much money in my life & I probably never will
because I want to go to school I don’t want to work anymore I’m sick of it. So going
overseas with $3500 didn’t make sense, you know what I mean, & if I had the type of
parents were they would say Ilkem go don’t worry we will send you money or we will
help you buy a car I would have been there with you buy now. But no they don’t give
a fuck about me. all they are good for is telling me to go get fucked and shit. It makes
me so angry Yildiz, I cant explain it I’m sick of crying, I swear sometimes I just want to
die. I wanted to come so much that I cry everynite but I can’t. No one will support me,
I know what your thinking that I’m just weak because no one supported you but I can’t
explain it.
My parents drive me crazy, they always gave me brother and sister money, never got
them to pay for the phone bill or anything and they want me to. I suppose its hard for
them to, don’t tell anyone but were losing the house to the banks, don’t tell anyone o.k.
But thats not my fault you know. I never opened the car yard and fuck up, it was my
brother and sister you know, not only don’t they understand this they expect me to pay
a price 4 there mistakes you know. Dad never gonna open me a business because he
cant cause were broke but he did 4 my brother and sister you know what I mean. What
I’ve learnt is that if I want anything in life I must work for it and earn it myself. I’m so
depressed Yildiz I can’t stop crying, I just wish you were here to give me a hug. Look I’m
sorry if I upset you, and you probably didn’t understand shit from this letter. Something
only make sense face to face, so the story is I miss you and hope you have the best time
of your life I cant wait see you please hurry back.
My sister getting married you must hurry
I miss you
Love you ALWAYS
Ilkem xoxoxoxo

yum yum

cious appetite and strong wilful grip. yum.

as much it’s gentle curves belies its vora-

thrusty as in THRUST. I like your pussy just

thrusty. thrusty you ask? yes. That’s right,

it’s so soft and squishy and yet so hard and

I really like your penis. I love the way

Dear Sir

My deepest regrets for the
sincerely
appetite

Dear Sir

Dear Mum

I’m happy to say
that it’s over, this time for
good. We can’t go on any
more

I, Halla Jalloul was in the back seat behind the driver.
We were coming out from a driveway. My brother-in-law (the
driver) stopped at the driveway and was looking left and right
to turn right. A van from the right stopped and had his left
blinker on to turn into the driveway where we were standing. My
brother-in-law moved a little because the van blocked his way
and suddenly, another van from behind the first van took over
the wrong way of the street and slid into our car.
My brother-in-law stood where he was when the van slided into
our car which our car had no damage and his car had only a
black mark from the front bar.

Pamella Middleton,
I chose to resign from
the committee etc for to save
any destruction to the Branch
with regard the existing membership
I took on a legacy of
members and I do not
want to damage that
base.
I formally
appreciate your
support, but this
must go.
on now without me.

Pre

sid

ent

• Traditionaly Deniums have always been promoted for work/recreation,
• In the past I’ve always worn deniums at work as storeman, mechanic
rubbish remover · junk collector · on horse & carts · motor trucks · bicycles
motor bikes · rowing boats · fishing · hunting · bush walks & camping.
• New Deniums should always be TOUGH and RESISTIVE to normal every-day
abrasions/minor nicking. • The Aussie deniums would always last me out

1 to 3 years at a time, before discarding, some were gauranteed against
tearing. • I now lead a retired life-style but I now find that the imported
deniums only last a week before the fibres come apart, - just riding around
on met system for a week and the normal every day slight abrasions/nicks
causes the material to quickly open out and disinigrate into large holes.
• Some of the disinigration appear strong but other parts just pull
apart and disinigrate under light finger pressure ( ) as if rotten.
• I request refund on these deniums as the material is not of the
proper denium quality – strength – durability, material is faulty!

Dear Leroy,
Hi how are you, Because I’m fine. so how was Night club on Monday night? I
didnt go mainly because Last Monday my mother came with nigle, her boyfriend
and got Nigle to hold me down while my mum, started bashing me But I do have
to idmite I did punch her before she got nigle to hold me down oveusly I gave
her a black eye which she was saying. Ah! Listend to this. My mother went and
said that Amalia, Kristy and myself go down to Richmond to get a root of some
Japs. I’m not being Predgadice or nothing, I’m just Repeating what my mother
had said. Well if you want to know something, I have missed you a lot Latley.
Monday I seen Avvi and yourself at the school ramp just after Lunch. I was going
to come over but I was to shame, of Avvi being there. I was’nt sure if I should of
mailed it because you have Reasived the Letter from yesterday. I think thats what
you called out to me about yesterday. I want you to know that I Love you always
and I have written you a few Poems which I have told to Amalia. Poem number
one: A Ring is round that has no end, and thats how long I’ll be your girlfriend.
Number two is:
Remember M
Remember E
Put them together
Remember ME!
Number Three is:
True Love never dies
And thats why I’ll never
Say Good-Buy
Number four is:
See a Rose Surrounded by thorns close your eyes and try and grab that
Rose, and if you grab that thorn than you know it’s not true Love But if
you grab that Rose, than you know it’s true love
and some Bunny loves you
That would have to be me.
I hope you liked those poems.
Rhonda Taylor loves you Leroy Brown
Love always
Rhonda
xxxxxx xx

To that filthy
bastard pig who

keeps on dumping
a lot of Rubbish
in this lane. I have
reported you to
the police and
council so that you
get fined $500 or
more. So watch out
bastard next time.

Dear Sir/Madam,
On 21 01 92 at 7 15 PM I received a
phone call from a security person by the name of Steven
in regards to a letter I sent at the start of the new
year. During this phone call I was told that I “could
have the pants sued off me” by accusing Domenic Nucara as
a theif. How? In my opinion, I feel that Domenic Nucara
had me terminated because he is trying to hide something.
The termination of me made some minds to temporarily stop
thinking of him. I AM NO THEIF.
Why is it that I am constantly being told that I was not
sacked for theft, when I received
a summons with the
words THEFT and STEAL on it? I am always being told that
it was the Police idea and not Safeways. Well why were
the Police called if it wasn’t theft? Do you know how it
feels to be taken away by the Police, in the back of a
Police van, the word THEIF placed against your name and
to get to sunshine court to be told that “everythings
being dropped, you can go home”? My life is ruined. I
have lost a year of my life, what for? 90 cents. No matter how many times you try to say you’re sorry, I will
never get that year back.
Too get straight to the point, I have got absolutly nothing to lose, so if you wish to take legal action then by
all means go for it. There is no such price tag for ones
life, is there?
Yours faithfully

P.S. All response’s to be made in writing.

PALM READING (TONY)

11-7-87

PERFECTIONIST. ASCENDENT RISING IN SAGITARIUS IS A CENTUR (HALF MAN HALF HORSE).
CAUSES GREAT ANGER-UNSTOPPABLE. REMEDYS TO FIX ANGER: 1. LEAVE THAT PLACE. 2. GET
RID OF PROBLEM PERSON. 3. SIT DOWN AND COUNT VERY FIXED APPROACH TO THINGS. MULL
OVER EVERYTHING TOO MUCH. (THIS IS UNNESSESCARY - MUST BE CHANGED)! VERY RESISTANT TO CHANGES. WHEN I START WORKING FOR MYSELF I MUST STOP PUTTING OFF IMPORTANT MATTERS, I MUST MEET DEADLINES (TOO MUCH DEEP THINKING) TOO MUCH ANXIETY
- WORRY TOO MUCH. APTITUDE ABILITY TO STUDY PSYCIC MATTERS (COSMIC OCCULT) I CAN
BE GOOD AT CLAIRVOYANCY (FUTURE EVENTS NOTED ) JACK OF ALL TRADES. SPONTANEOUS
(REACT FROM HEART) JUST HAVE TO BE CONSCIOUS OF THIS. GIVE SO MUCH SENSUALITY
(LOVE FULL OF FIRE) CAN’T STOP - VERY FUSSY. (VERY DIFFERENT ANGLES) VERY GOOD AT
ATTRACTING WOMEN AND WILL ALWAYS ATTRACT WOMEN. ANY RELATIONSHIP FROM NOW
WILL GO ON AS LONG AS I WANT IT TO, (IT WILL END ONLY WHEN I WANT IT TO) LIKE TO WALLOW ALONE. SHOULD ALWAYS HAVE A DEFACTO RELATIONSHIP (SHE WILL BE FULLY DEVOTED
TO ME), BUT NEVER GET MARRIED (LOVE WILL GET SOUR). IF I HAVE CHILDREN IT WILL INTERFERE WITH MY LIFE BUT RAYLENE MAY ACCIDENTLY HAVE PREGNENCY. SHE MAY NEED SO
MUCH TO HAVE CHILDREN THAT SHE WILL CONCEIVE (ACCIDENTLY) OR SECRETLY WISHING FOR
IT *TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION AT CLIFTON HILL LIBRARY MAHESH YOGI LESSONS BEFORE
SEPTEMBER. 87-MARCH 88 THERE WILL BE A CHANGE OF JOB. THEN FROM JULY 87-NOV 87 I
WILL GO INTO THE DRAGON NODE, (NEGATIVE THINKING).SEPT. 87-NOV 87 PERIOD OF HARSH
SPEECH. DEFINITE CHANGE (NEW JOB WILL START AND SUPERIOR BOSSES WILL LIKE ME AND
WILL GET BENEFITS FROM IT IN MORE RELAXED AREA. RELATIONSHIP WILL GO DEEPER) NOV
87-MARCH 88 WATCH THIS PERIOD. FROM MARCH -JULY 88 WILL NOT GO GOOD PERIOD OF DISTRESS,BUT RELATIONSHIP IS OK. MAIL ORDER BUSINESS WILL MAY HAVE FINANCIAL RESTRICTIONS-MAY HAVE CASH FLOW PROBLEMS. MY NEW BUSINESS IN MARCH 1991 WILL BE BIG
ENOUGH TO GO IN IT ON A FULL TIME BASIS FOR GOOD, (AND I WILL WORRY TOO MUCH.) WILL
TAKE LONG TRIP. MUM WILL LIVE TO AT LEAST 1991-92. AFTER I AM 46 -MUM WILL GO INTO
DANGEROUS PERIOD. APRIL 87 ONWARDS RELATIONSHIP WILL BE VERY BENEFICIAL TO ME AS
RAYLENE IS HIGH STATUS THAN ME, WHICH IS GOOD. SHE WILL NOT TWO TIME ME FOR FIRST
12 MONTHS OR FOR LIFE IF I’M CAREFUL IF WE PLAY OUR CARDS STRAIGHT. MUST INCREASE
CIRCULATION MY CHEST IS WEAK OR MY BACK - MAY HAVE RELAPSE AGAIN. I WILL INHERIT
SOME MONEY AFTER 1993. GREATEST ASSET IS WRITING. IF I DON’T DO IT, IT WILL WASTE.
GREATEST ART I’VE GOT. ( I WILL BE INSPIRATIONAL WRITER.) ON ANYTHING WHICH HELPS
PEOPLE IMPROVE THERE LIVES. (OR MARINE WRITING).FROM 1995 ONWARDS I WILL BE
DECLARED A WEALTHY MAN. ANYTHING RELATED TO THE SEA I WILL SUCCEED. FROM NOV 87
OR EARLIER, RAYLENE RELATIONSHIP WILL GO DEEP & WE WILL LIVE TOGETHER, BETTER TO
KEEP BANK ACCOUNTS SEPERATE, BUT BUSINESS ACCOUNTS SHE CAN BE TRUSTED TO BANK
ALL CASH ETC. (SHE WILL BE GREAT HELP IN BUSINESS). WE MUST MAKE NESSESARY PERSONAL ADJUSTMENTS. DONT TOUCH ANY PROPERTY OR ANY ASSETS UP TO NOV 87. SO CAN
BUY ANYTHING FROM NOV-87 TO MARCH-88 AND BUSINESS WILL IMPROVE SLIGHTLY, & CREDIT FACILITIES WILL INCREASE BANKS ETC. CAN BUY HOUSE DURING THIS PERIOD & WILL GET
ALONG WELL WITH SUPERIORS, & RAYLENE WILL STAY NICELY WITH ME (WE WILL BE IN 7TH
HEAVEN AND A LOT OF BEDDED BLISS DURING THIS PERIOD WATCH FOR PREGNANCY). DONT
SHIFT BEFORE NOV. 87. KEEP CAR TILL I BUY HOUSE. (BUT CAN SELL ANYTIME FROM NOW ON
IF I WANT TO). DONT BUY ANY BOAT AT ALL TILL NOV. 87. TRY TO GET OUT OF JOB BEFORE IT
GETS TOO SOUR. BEST TO GET OUT BEFORE OCTOBER SO CAN BE IN NEW JOB BY NOV. 87. I AM
CAPABLE OF KEEPING 2-3 LADIES AT SAME TIME, BUT RAYLENE WILL NOT WEAR THIS AT ALL.

Dear Madam,
Thank you for your one dollars.
Have a nice day!!

